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tain that in the near (~t\1re newcomers will, for short periods, in
many days, be obliged to wait tor those to move on who have come
to this point of view before them. The '-'pace in question having
this exceptional value, and being so limited in extent, it is to be
considered whether it would be judicious to attempt to provide
accommodations for people in carriages in any part of id Atter.
careful study of the' eireumstsnoes, we have concluded that it
would not. Our reasons will be better understood after an actual
trial of the present arrangements on any day next summer, when
, visitors ate unusually numerous, but they may be mainly presented
as follows:
1. A considerable part of those coming in carriages usually
leave them at this point in order to descend to the brink of the
Fall, which is inaccessible by carriages, and those who know the
ground often send t,heir carriages forward in order to enjoy the
, short walk to a point beyond, where the Canadian Rapids are best
seen. It is those who will not choose to take either of these
courses whose case is to he considered.
2. As to these, it is to be remembered that where carriages are
brought, one after another, into a group, in which as they, suc
cessively arrive and depart some margin for movement is neces
sary, each carriage takes up a space of ground, on an average upon
,which at least fifty men can comfortably stand.
3. People of an artistic and poetic turn of mind, and all to
whom Niagara is naturally mqst enjoyable, are more given than
others to wander from point to point of it on foot. The highest,
enjoyment of it is unquestionably to be obtained in that way. It
is not to be supposed that visitors coming- on foot shall be for
bidden under all circumstances to stand upon any part of the"
small piece of ground in question when it is not occupied by
a carriage. It is not to be supposed that a passage for people
coming on foot to this ground is not to be kept open from end
to end of it, or that such foot people are not to be allowed a
standing-place, where, as on the ordinary sidewalk of a curbed
, street, they may be protected from being driven over by carriages,
As the edge of, the bank toward the point of interest of such a
standing-place islikely to be often crowded, those waiting until
opportunity offers to take their places along the edge should be
provided with seats, and when there is no crowd, 8S will most of
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the time be the case, these seats will be taken by visitors on foot
wishing to contemplate the fall. There will, then, be a strip of
ground following the edge of the bank from which carriages are
to be kept off~ and this space, making allowance for the' people
standing, passing and sitting upon it, cannot be less than ten feet
wide. To a man in a carriage wishing to look, as in this case, at
an object considerably below the level of the eye, a line of men
standing parallel to and nearly' on 8: level with the side' of his
carriage, at a distance of ten feet would be as effective an obstruc
tion as a high stone wall, Even if we think of the place when it
is not to be crowded, we shall see that it would not often occur
that so few people would be found standing, sitting and passing
upon it, that the view across it would fail to be so much inter
rupted and disturbed,that it.would be better for the occupants ,of
.' carriages caring to enjoy it to gat out of them and step to the
edge of the bank.
Taking all these considerations into account, it will be seen
that the number of those who will choose, being informed of the
conditions, if they are allowed, to take such views. as they can,
from a carriage, in the line of view of greatest interest, is likely
to be extremely' small relatively to the numher of those who
will come to the ground on foot, together with those who will,
ill any case, leave their carriages when they have reached the
place. It is also further to be considered that, to persons dis
posed to look at the falls from near the edge of' the bank in
an absorbed and contemplative way, carriages standing and
moving close behind them, and all that is apt to occur in con
nection with' numbers of waiting horses and drivers, msy be
seriously discomposing.
But we may be asked if it is not practicable, by a resort to
sueh means as are used for placing spectators one above another
in theaters, for example, to supply standing-room for even a
'larger number of visitors on foot than the plan provides for, and
at the same time to give a place to a certain number of carriages
from which a moderately good view toward the Fall could be had.
This is possible, but the number of carriages that could at any
time be so accommodated would be small, and the space pre
pared for them being occupied, there would oft,en be a larger
, number of those impatiently waiting their turn to be admitted
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to it than of those holding it. This objection being duly
weighed, it is then to be considered that any tolerable arrange
ment of the kind thus suggested, by which Ii. tier of carriages
could be so placed that their occupants could overlook a tier
of people on foot, would destroy naturalness of character
in the locality, involve the loss of trees that are an import
ant element ~f the local scenery, prevent any subsequent
sylvan occupation of the ~round, and interpose an urban,
artificial element plainly in conflict with the pnrpose for
which the Reservation has been made.
Would the ad van
tage to be gained outweigh this objection to the arrange
ment ~ It is assumed on the plan that it would not, and for
like reasons, and more particularly, to avoid the destruc
tion at important points along the shore of existing trees or
of opportunities to grow trees in a manner consistent with, and'
to the improvement of, existing natural scenery, no carriage road is,
as ,a general rule, proposed by the plan to be brought within fifty
feet of the river banks. In short. carriages when used on Goat
leland are regarded simply as convenient means of locomotion from
point to point, and at all points where visitors are likely to come
together in large numbers because of views of special general
interest to be had from them, provisions are proposed, to be made
for stopping carriages a few yards back from the river banks within
the edge of the woods, and for having them turned out of the road
to wait in convenient shady harbors, partially veiled by foliage,
.while those coming in them are, with others who have arrived on
foot, enjoying the outlooks from the best. point of view.
We have thus shown certain limits upon the scope of the
undertaking, fixed by the conditions necessary to the successful
accomplishment of the central organic purpose of the State in mak
ing the Reservation. We wish next to call attention to a series of
circumstances by which the range of design in preparing the plan
submitted has been more rigidly controlled than, without some
special consideration of them, is likely to be supposed,
The first is this:
The scheme of the Reservation Of the State of :N"ew York is but
- a part of a larger scheme.• On a review of the whole scheme it will
be found that in certain respects the scheme of the Reservation of
.N ew York has advantages OVer the Reservation of the Province of
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Ontario. It has incomparably greater beanty of a kind depending
on refinement and delicacy, and subtIe qualities of natural elements of
scenery, and these largely apart from the actual cataract-incom
parably greater beauty of a kind in ';hich the nearness to. the. eye
of illumined spray and mist and fleetmg waters, andot the intricate
disposition of leaves, with infinitely varied play of .light and shado~,
retractions and reflections, and much else that IS undefinable in
conditions of water, air and foliage, are important parts. .
But there is no place within the N ew York Reservation from
which , as .from that of Ontario, a view of the entire face of the
Falls, or a near view of the face of either division of the .Falls, can
be had. To obtain even a quartering view of the AmerICan Fall,
it is necessary to leave the American shore.
AgaiJl, the topography of the Ontario Reservation is 80 large in
scale, and the interest of what is to be seen from it is so independent
of all such details as contribute to make the charm of the New
York part otthe scheme, that even the broad ~ military road that
follows the brink of the Canadian clift strikes the eye only as an
insignificant circumstance. In respect t.o grandeur of ~cenery,
nothing can be offered on the.New York SIde to oompare WIth what
is now even before any improvements are made, to be had at any
point upon a line nearly a mile in length on the heights. of Ontario.
To what, as a definite requirement of design for the improvement
of the American Reservation, does this consideration lead ~
To this: That as it would be impossible to provide satisfactorily
for extensive pleasure-driving on Goat Island, without destroying
its sequestered woodland beauty, and that as a direct view of the
cataract could be had by a thousand people at a time while seated
in carriages, without similar destruction on the Canadian bank, the
.plan of improvement for Goat Island, without .e~cluding carria~es '
as a means of transportation, should make provISIons tor them WIth
solicitous care to avoid unnecessary injury to its forest, and especially
to its forest borders, and should in all parts be devised with pains
taking regard for enjoyments only to be had ill perfection by those
willing to seek them at the expense of some little movement on i
foot.
.
.
The second of this series of considerations to which we would
ask the attention is this: That at the point where the FaIle occur
the Niagara river makes an abrupt turn, the reach above being
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e1Cactly at right angles to the reach below the cataract. From this
result not only the circumstance Just referred to, that a full view
of the Falls can ouly be enjoyed from the Ontario side, but this
other, that at no point within the New York Reservation can any
but a distant view be had of either one of the Falls, except upon 1\
line nearly raking its lin~ of fall. The space that can be occupied
by visitors is thus, in each case, rigidly limited, and but ~ very small
Dumber of 'persons can ever, at the same moment, be provided with
a favorable opportunity of looking at the Falls. Hence it will
be seen that improvements in these places, it planned on a very
large scale, win be grandiose, useless and wasteful.
Third. Niagara Falls has heen the most celebrated place of resort
on the continent, perhaps the most celebrated in the world. It has
had a reputation, however, that has prevented it from being popu
lar. During the last two years, under the direction of your Board, '
many of the circumstances out of which thi~ reputation lias sloWly
been bred have been removed or mitigated, and, 8S your superin
tendent bas reported, a notable increase hailfollowed in the number
of visitors, a perceptible increase in the length of their visits, and
a marked increase in their enjoyment of that which is distinctively
enjoyable at Niagara.
In view of what has thus already come about, let it be considered
what is likely to be the effect on the reputation of Niagara and its
popularity as a place of resort of further improvements to be made;
what the effect of a growing better understanding by the people of
. Niagara, of their interest in protecting visitors from the annoyances
to which, though much has been.gained, they are still subject in
approaching the reservation; what the effect of the further develop
"ment in all parts of the country with large classes of hitherto home
keeping people, of the growing custom of annual vacation journeys
and the tendency of the great railroad corporations to encourage
:the growth of this custom by offering tourist and excursion special
cheap rates of fare for long journeys, as to which last point some
, information may be found in a note below."
What, at last, is to be expected as to the number of visitors for
whose movements the Reservation must be prepared ~
,

,

*Not looking beyond Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Illinois, Wisconsin and Michi
gan visitors are found to have been brought to the Falls and returned last
sun{mer,at one-fifth the expense that the journey would have cost them (taking
the regular passenger trains) tenyears ago.
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. Already upwards of 10,000 people are known by the record of
the railroads to have arrived in a single day in which no unusual
attraction was offered, having corne by night trains, with an inten-:
tion of leaving on the evening of the same day, consequently with
an impulse to crowd all ~t once upon the morecelebrated points of
attraction.
'
.
Of this 10,000 it is thought by the superintendent that full half
sought within a single hour to come to the nearest point on' the
Reservation at which a view of the Falls is to be obtained. But,'
because of the circumstance last described, of the narrowness of the
ground from which, the view alone is to be had, not more than
twenty of the 5,000 could have been at any moment of this hour
in a position to see the Falls from top to bottom; not more than
200 could have had so much as a glimpse of the upper half of it.
The condition thus illustrated is one of great gravity.
Fourth. Each of the better known points of attraction on the
N ew York Reservation is close upon a danger line, established by
the circumstance that the position of the Falls arid that of the shelf
over part of which they pour is constantly subject to recession.
The upper part of this shelf is of stone much firmer than that of
, the lower part on which it rests. Through the action of the air,
of dampness, frost and thaw, and of the jar from the cononssion of
the falling water, the weaker supporting .stone is cracked and
thrown out much faster than that above it. Recesses are thus
formed of varying depth and breadth. At intervals they 'become
so deep that the upper stratum fails to be supported and falls,
sometimes suddenly in large masses, more commonly bybits and
, 'bits, the result being that along the upper edge, both where it is'
covered with water and where, as on the flanks of the cataract, it
il\ not, there is a degree of instability not to be exactly defined, but
of which an illustration is presented in the sudden fall this present'
,winter, without the slightest (revious warning, of a large block of
rock that was last summer daily crowded with visitors, the iron'
railing fixed for them to rest against having gone down wit~ the
rock. This was on the Canadian bank.
The recession at the head of the Canadian Fall has been upwards
of a hundred feet in thirty-three, years, and Prof. Gilbert of the
United States Geological Survey, points out thai, as the head of
'the Fal] wears back, the sides of necessity fall in, whether the
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,water falls over 'them or not, so that the gorge is really extending
as fast as the head of the Fall recedes.
The recession of the American Fall has, for years past been
much less rapid; not, perhaps, exceeding a foot a year, while on
the dry land it may have been even a little less. Yet the process
. described is constant. Every year several tons of fallen rock are
removed from the public footpath at the foot of the .cliff by which
visitors approach the Cave of the Winds. During the last year a
mass has fallen at a point directly under the wooden balcony of
Hennepin's View, a point milch frequented by visitors. Twenty
years ago the cal'riage,way between Stedman's Bluff and Porter's
Bluff ran upon ground much of which has since bean undermined
and fallen,
All of the more widely celebrated points of view of the New
York Reservation are close upon the edge of the cliff, and are sub
ject to the insecurity here explained.
When in the midst of a dense throng, men generally fail to
realize the danger of its moving ppon insecure ground, and often
with no bad intention aid to communicate an impetus to it that
suddenly brings great peril to those on its margin. This being
considered, reason for prudence will be found in the fact that last
summer your police were often obliged to forcibly draw men,
women and children back from positions in which a light push
would have compelled them to step on crumbling, half detached
rock, below which there was empty space for a hu ndred feet.
It will be seen that the circumstances thus illustrated makes
many propositions that might otherwise he thought desirable for
the better accommodation of visitors at the points of chief attrac
tion impossible to be entertained. It also condemns suggestions
that. might otherwise be approved looking to the lise of more sub
stantial and expensive expedients of accommodation than .the plan
we submit has in view, because they would not be sufficiently
lasting to justify their cost.
We do not wish to close this division ~f our report without
observing that great throngs of viaitors are to be anticipated only
during a short period of the year, and then only during certain
hours of the day. During these few hours those composing the III
will rarely scatter far from certain well defined
localities
and the
,
I
routes of movement between them. They will bnt little occupy
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parts of the Re~ervation most delightful to ramblers. 'This because
few visitors, coming in any large company for a day's refreshment
or even for two days, will wish to leave without having seen the
more celebrated spectacles of the place, 01' will have time, beyond.
what will be needed for seeing them, for the quiet strolling and
resting, through which alone the more secluded beauty of the.
Reservation is to be contemplatively enjoyed
'
A word may also be said here as to the quality of the visitors to
whom, by the low rate ot fare offered by the railroads, Niagara is
now becoming available as never before. They are thus f~r} as a
rule, of the most orderly class of people in the country
of discip
lined habits and good-natured if not courteous disposition. Eighty
of the companies, coming Itt excursion rates the last year, were
religious, benevolent and scientific aesociations, All such bodies
are under leadership of such a 'character that they can be depended
on to conform to reasonable rules, provided the motive at the
bottom of these rules is understood ; and, on this point, what is '
mainly important is th'at the one pnrpose for which the State
invites the reservation to be visited - namely, the enjoyment of
certain passages of natural scenery of a 'distinctive character
shall plainly control all the arrangements it makes, and that this
purpose should not be found so complicated with purposes common
to any other places of' resort asto confuse the sens~ of propriety of
its guests.
The leading general principle of the plan having been so far set
'forth, what is intended in various particulars will be, explained
under several heads 'to follow.
-t-r-

THE UPPER GROVE.

Reception House, Public Lavatory, Bwreau of Advice for
Eeoursioniets, .Arramqemenie for Picnics, Officer8 of Admin
i8tration.
, The State has undertaken to provide for an enjoyment by all
comers of that which is is distinctively valuable within its reserva
tion. No plan should be adopted for the improvement of the
Reservation under which any number of w~ll disposedand decently
well-bred visitors shall find it difficult to avoid Ii serious interfer
'ence with the requirements of this enjoyment on the part of otQfrs.

',~
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What will be the extremest trial in this respect to which the
proposed improvements will be subject ~
It will occur when several trains are arrrvmg nearly
together loaded principally with people who are not accustomed'
to traveling, who are ill-provided with means for lessening
the discomforts of travel" who have passed a bot night with little
sleep in rattling cars, from which, loaded with dust and cinders,
'_ carrying baskets of provisions, and some of them little children,
they come in troops upon the Reservation, " to see Niagara."
Weare assured by the experience of many other places ot resort,
that, unless extraordinary precautions are taken to prevent -it,
results will follow of a most unseemly character, destructive of the
pleasantness of the place in all respects, and this not only for the
time being but permanently, the most secluded and otherwise
delightful parts of the ~I'ounds, gradually acquiring a disorderly
and squalid character, the reverse of that, natural sylvan freshness
which it is the principal aim of the undertaking' to conservate.,
How can such a result be guarded against?
, The answer of the plan is this:
The Reservation on the shore of the mainland is limited, except
for a short distance at one point, to a strip intended to be barely
broad enough to sustain a belt of woods by which the buildings of
the village on its border will be screened from other parts of the
New York and from the On tario Reservations. A t the. excepted
points its breadth is doubled, and the ground in this broader part
is already wooded. This additional breadth was advised to be
taken with a view to the arrangement to be described below. It
includes the district before referred to, formerly known as the
Grove, later as Prospect Park, and is to be considered here in two
divisions, to be .ealled respectively, the Upper Grove lnd the Lower
Grove.
The point in the Reservation that will be first reached by visitors
coming directly towards the Falls from the. railroad stations 'is 'I •
, in the Upper Grove. The Upper Grove commands no view of the.
Falls and is separated from them by the Lower Grove.
The plan proposes, first, that at the point of entrance to the'
Upper' Grove for visitors coming from the railroad stations, a large
building shall be open to them ill which there shall be an office of
advice and guidance, a check-room, and large lavatory, toilet and
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other conveniences, of the general character of those to be found'
in a few of our best railway stations.
Second, that outside of this house, but within the Upper Grove,
conveniences shall be supplied for those who \Vish to eat provisions
that they have brought with them. Among these conveniences
there are to be large shelters, partly open and partly .inclosed, that
may he used in rainy weather. The entire series of arrangements
is to have in view economy and efficiency in keeping the premises
neat and tidy.
Third, that the taking of prOVISIOns of any k'ind on any other .
part of the Reservation shall be forbidden by ordinance and really
prevented as a cardinal necessity of the success of the plan.
· It is expected to result from these measures that, however l,arge ,
the number of people arriving at any time may be, they will tarry
a. varying period of time in the Upper Grove, according to the
valying use they will have occasion to lDak~ of what it offers them,
and then wIll leave it for the most part singly, or in small parties,
and will gradually scatterv some moving away in carriag-es, some on
· foot, some taking the Inclined Way to the foot of the Falls, some
J!;oing to Go_Island, some to Canada, some lingering much longer
than others at the nearest points of interest - all having been
, refreshed and brought to a state of body and mind more favorable to
their enjoyment of the scenery and to the exercise of good nature
in the pursuit of that enjoyment than would be poesible except
through the use of arrangements of the' nature thus indicated.
There will need to be a superintendent's office, with, Ileal' by it,
storage rooms, tool rooms, and workshops, for repairs. These
should be accessible by carts, without entering the roads of the
Reservation, and should not attract the attention of visitors within
the Reser.va~ion. 'The pl~n ~ropose~ that the~ sl~ould ?e under the
same roof WIth the reception rooms for exoureionists, WIth entrances
both from the boundary street and from within the Reservation,
the length of the building being increased from time to time as
convenience shall be fOUlid to require. The exterior walls of this
building are intended to be of stone taken from the walls of the
buildings to be moved;' It is to be one story in height, with. a
basement.
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